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ABSTRACT. In this paper we prove tha t there exists a one-to-one correspon-
dence between torsion classes of Caratheodory vector lattices and torsion classes 
of generalized Boolean algebras. Further, we deal with the relations between com-
pletely subdirect product decompositions of a Caratheodory vector lattice V and 
completely subdirect product decompositions of the generalized Boolean algebra 
B which generates V. 
1. Introduction 
The notion of torsion class of lattice ordered groups has been defined and 
investigated by M a r t i n e z [11]; it was dealt with in several papers (cf., e.g., 
M a r t i n e z [12], C o n r a d [3] and the author [7]). For the torsion classes of 
generalized Boolean algebras, cf. [8]. Analogously we define torsion classes of 
vector lattices. 
Caratheodory vector lattices were investigated by G of m a n [5] and by the 
author [9], [10]. 
Let C be the class of all Caratheodory vector lattices. We show that C is 
a torsion class of vector lattices. We denote by K1 the collection of all torsion 
classes of Caratheodory vector lattices. Further, let K2 be the collection of all 
torsion classes of generalized Boolean algebras. We prove that there exists a 
Injection y\ K2 —> K1 such that for X 1 5 X 2 G K2 we have 
2000 M a t h e m a t i c s S u b j e c t C l a s s i f i c a t i o n : Pr imary 06F20, 46A40. 
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For the analogous result concerning Specker lattice ordered groups cf. the 
author's paper [8]. Earlier, C o n r a d and D a r n e l [4] proved that the system 
S of all Specker lattice ordered groups is a torsion class. 
The notion of a completely subdirect product decomposition of a partially 
ordered group is due to S i k [13]. Analogously we can define this notion for 
vector lattices and for generalized Boolean algebras. 
Let B be a generalized Boolean algebra and let V be a Caratheodory vector 
lattice which is generated by B. We show that there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between internal completely subdirect product decompositions of B 
and those of V. (For direct product decompositions, the situation is different; 
cf. [10].) 
2. Preliminaries 
For lattices, lattice ordered groups and vector lattices we apply the terminol-
ogy and the notation as in B i r k h o f f [1] and C o n r a d [2]. 
A generalized Boolean algebra is defined to be a lattice B having the least 
element 0 such that for each b G B, the interval [0, b] of B is a Boolean algebra. 
A vector lattice V is called a Caratheodory vector lattice (cf. [9], [10]) if it 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) there exists a generalized Boolean algebra B such that B is a sublattice 
of the underlying lattice £(V) of V and the least element of B coincides 
with the neutral element of V; 
(ii) for each x G V, there exist elements bx,..., bn of B and reals ax,..., an 
such that x = a1b1 -f • • • +
 a
n°n • 
Under the conditions as above we say that the Caratheodory vector lattice V 
is generated by the generalized Boolean algebra B and we express this situation 
by writing V = f(B). 
According to [5] and [9], for each generalized Boolean algebra B there exists 
a Caratheodory vector lattice V such that V = f(B). 
We remark that we use the same symbol 0 for denoting the zero real, the 
neutral element of a vector lattice and the least element of a generalized Boolean 
algebra. From the context it will be always clear which is the meaning of this 
symbol. R denotes the set of all reals. 
Let B be a generalized Boolean algebra. We denote by c(B) the system of 
all subsets X of B such that X is a convex sublattice of B and 0 G X. 
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For a vector lattice V we denote by c(V) the set of all nonempty subsets Y 
of V such that 
(i) Y is a convex sublattice of £(V); 
(ii) if yvy2 G Y and r G K , then y1 + y2 G Y and ry1 G F . 
Both the systems c(B) and c(V) are partially ordered by the set-theoretical 
inclusion; then they are complete lattices. 
Let B and V be the class of all generalized Boolean algebras, and the class 
of all vector lattices, respectively. 
Assume that Z is a nonempty subclass of B such that 
(i1) Z is closed with respect to homomorphisms; 
( i i j if Bx G Z , B2e c(Bx), then B2 G Z ; 
Ciii-t) if B G B and B{ G Z n c(B), then \J B{eZ. 
iei 
Under these assumptions, Z is called a torsion class of generalized Boolean 
algebras; we also say that Z is a torsion class in B. 
By using analogous conditions (applying V and c(V) instead of B and c(B)) 
we define the notion of torsion class in V. 
Further, let G be the class of all lattice ordered groups. For G G G we denote 
by c(G) the system of all convex ^-subgroups of G • By the conditions analogous 
to (ix), (iij) and (iiij) we define the notion of torsion class of lattice ordered 
groups. 
For V G V, let g(V) be the underlying lattice ordered group of V. If 
Y G c(V), then clearly Y G c(g(V)). If, conversely, Y1 G c(g(V)), then it 
is easy to verify that Y1 G c(V). Thus c(V) = c(g(V)). 
The notion of internal completely subdirect product decomposition of a gener-
alized Boolean algebra (or of a vector lattice, respectively), is defined in Section 4 
below. 
3. T h e class C 
In this section we prove that C is a torsion class of vector lattices. We need 
some lemmas. 
Let L be a distributive lattice with the least element 0. Assume that I is 
a nonempty set of indices and that for each i G i", Bi is a generalized Boolean 
algebra such that Bi is an ideal of L. We denote by B the set of all x G L 




LEMMA 3.1.1. Let x and bl5...,bn be as above. Then there are elements 
6J, . . . ,6* of IJ Bi such that x = b* V - V i J , b* = &-_, . . . , bn = bn and 
iei 
bi(i) A bh) = ° whenever *(!)> *(2) € { 1 , 2 , . . . , n } , i ( l ) 7̂  i (2). 
P r o o f . We proceed by induction with respect to n . For n = 1, the asser-
tion is valid. Assume that n > 1 and that the assertion holds for n — 1. Put 
b* =b1, b20 = b1 A b2, . . . , bn0 = \ A bn. Further, let b21 be the complement of 
b20 in the interval [0, b2] of J5, and let b31,..., bnl have an analogous meaning. 
Then 
x = b* V (ba V b2) V • • • V (bx V bn) 
= b* V (b, V b20 V b21) V • • • V (b, V bn0 V bnl) 
= b*v(b1vb21)v-.-v(b1vbnl) 
= b*vb21v-..vbnl. 
We have b\ A (b21 V ••• V bnl) = 0. Now it suffices to apply the induction 
assumption for the element b21 V • • • V bnl. • 
LEMMA 3.1.2. 
(i) B is an ideal of L; 
(ii) B is a generalized Boolean algebra. 
P r o o f . Put D = IJ B- .Let x,x' G B, x = b1V---Vbn, x' = b[ V---Vb 'm, 
iei 
where bx,..., bn, b[,... ,b
l
m G D. Then, clearly, x V x' G B. In view of the 
distributivityof L, from z € L, z —^ x we obtain z = zt\x = (zAb1)V- • -V(zAbn). 
Since z A bl5..., z A bn G D, we get z G B. Hence (i) is valid. 
Again, let x and z be as above. There are i ( l ) , . . . , i(n) G I such that 
b1 G -Sim , . . • , bn G B{r). In view of 3.LI we can assume that bk^ A bk,2^ = 0 
whenever k(l),k(2) G {1 ,2 , . . . , n } , k(l) ^ fc(2). Then we have also zAbx ^B^ , 
. . . , z A bn G B ^ . Hence there exist elements cY G 1?^^ , ... , cn e B{^ such 
that cx is the complement of z Ab± in the interval [0, bj of Bx, and analogously 
for c 2 , . . . , c n . Put c = cx V • • • V c n . Then c is a complement of the element z 
in the interval [0, x] of B. Thus B is a generalized Boolean algebra. • 
Let V G V. Assume that J is a nonempty set and that for each i e i , 
Xi G c(V). We denote by Y the set of all y G V such that there exist 
ux,..., un G IJ X- = D 1 with y = Ul + Vun. 
iei 
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LEMMA 3.2. We have \J X{=Y. 
iei 
P r o o f . For each i G J , Xi is an element of c(g(V)). It is well known 
that Y is the supremum of the system {X^ieI in the lattice c(g(V)). Since 
c(V) and c(g(V)) coincide, we conclude that Y is the supremum of the system 
{Xi}i£i a l s o i n the lattice c(V). • 
LEMMA 3.3. Let V, Xi and Y be as above. Assume that X{ G C for each 
i e l . Then Y eC. 
P r o o f . For each i G J there exists Bi G B such that Xi = f(B{). Put 
L = V+. Then Bi is an ideal of L. Let B be as in 3.1. 
Let b e B. There exist i(l),... ,i(n) G J and &-_ G J? i ( 1 ) , . . . , 6n G J? i ( n ) 
with 6 = \ V ••• V bn. Then 0 = &-_ G X- ( 1 ) , . . . , 0 = bn G X- ( n ) , hence 
0 ^ 6 ^ 6 1 + - - - + 6 n G y . Thus B C F . B y applying 3.1.2 we obtain that £ is 
a convex sublattice of Y. Clearly 0 G B. 
Let y eY. Then y is a linear combination of some elements of D1. Further, 
if i e I and x{ G X{, then a^ is a linear combination of some elements of B{. 
Therefore y is a linear combination of some elements of B. Thus we have Y = 
f(B) and hence Y eC. • 
For each X G K2 we put 
<p(X) = {f(B): B€X). 
Hence we have ip(X) G C. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let X e K2. Then (p(X) is a torsion class of vector lattices. 
P r o o f . We consider the conditions (ix), (iix) and (iiix) from the definition 
of the torsion class. 
(ix) Let V G ip(X), V e V and let <£-_ be a homomorphism of V onto 
V' . There exists B e X such that V = f(B). Put £ ' = (px(B). Then JT is a 
generalized Boolean algebra and V = f(B'). Hence V G (p(X). 
(iix) Let Vi G (^(K), F2 G c(Vi). There exists Bx e X with Vx = f(Bl). 
Put ^ - - ^ n ^ . Then B2 G c ^ S J , hence B2 e X. Moreover, V2 = f(B2). 
Thus V2 e (p(X). 
( i i i j Let V G V, Xi G c(V) H ^ (X) for z G J , where J is a nonempty 
set of indices. For each i G J there exists JT G X with X^ = f(B{). Let J? 
be as in the proof of 3.3; then we have V = f(B). From the definition of B 
(cf. also 3.1.2) we conclude that in the lattice c(B) we have B = V B{. Thus 
BeX and hence V G <p(X). ieI • 
We have B e K2 and <£(#) = C. Thus from 3.4 we obtain as a corollary: 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. C is a torsion class of vector lattices. 
If T is a nonempty collection of torsion classes of vector lattices, then the 
intersection of all torsion classes belonging to T is a torsion class again. This 
yields: 
LEMMA 3.6. Let C0 be a nonempty subclass of V. Then there exists a torsion 
class Y of vector lattices such that 
(i) C0CY; 
(ii) if Yx is a torsion class of vector lattices with C0 C Yx, then Y C Yx. 
If C0 and Y are as in 3.6, then we say that the torsion class Y is generated 
b y C 0 . 
As a consequence of 3.5 and 3.6 we obtain: 
COROLLARY 3.7. Let 0 ^ C0 C C. Then the torsion class of vector lattices 
generated by C0 is a subclass of C. 
A torsion class Y of vector lattices will be called Caratheodory torsion class 
if Y CC. 
LEMMA 3.8. (Cf. [10].) Let B1,B2e B. Then we have 
BX~B2 ^ f(Bl)~f(B2). 
LEMMA 3.9. Let Bi (i G I) and B be elements of B such that B{ G c(B) for 
each i e l , and \J B{ = B. Then \J f(B.) = f(B). 
iei iei 
P r o o f . Let us remark that, given B G B, the vector lattice f(B) is de-
termined up to isomorphisms leaving the elements of B fixed. From B{ G c(B) 
we conclude that there exists f(Bi) with f(Bi) G c(f(B)), hence, for these 
f(B{) we have V f(
Bd € c(f(B)) • L e t x € flB)- T h u s x c a n b e written in 
iei 
the form x = axbx + • • • + anbn, where a1,...,an G M and {b l 5 . . . , bn} is an 
orthogonal subset of B (cf. [9]). Further, each bk (k = 1, 2 , . . . , n) is a join of a 
finite number of elements belonging to (J B{. Since the interval [0, bk] of B is a 
iei 
Boolean algebra and [0, bk] D Bi are ideals of [0, bk], we conclude (cf. 3.LI) that 
without loss of generality we can suppose that this join consists of an orthogonal 
system of elements. Then x is a linear combination of some elements of the set 
IJ B- . This yields that x G V f(B) • D 
z<EI iei 
For each Y G K1 we put 
^(Y) = {BeB: f(B) G Y) . 
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LEMMA 3.10. Let Y eKx. Then t/>(Y) G K2. 
P r o o f . Let us consider the conditions (i a) , (i^) and (ii^) from the defi-
nition of torsion class. 
Let B G ip(Y); thus f(B) G Y. Assume that B1 is a homomorphic image 
of B. Then in view of [10], f(B') is a homomorphic image of f(B). Hence 
f(B') eY and so Bf eip(Y). 
Let B1 G tp(Y), B2 G c(Bx). Then we have f(B2) G c(f(B1)), whence 
/ ( f l 2 ) eY and B 2 G ^ ( y ) . 
Further, assume that B G £ and B{ G ^(y)nc(J?) for i G J. Then / ( £ • ) G F 
and / ( £ • ) G c(f(B)). Since F G i l p W e obtain V f(Bi) G F . In view of 3.9 
we get V f(Bi) = f(\fBi). Hence f(\J B%)eY and thus V ^ G VO0-
D 
From the definitions of cp and ^ , and from 3.9 and 3.10 we conclude that 
ip = cp"1. Further, if X1,X2e K2 and YvY2eK1, then 
(1) 
(2) 
x,çx2 ^ VІXJ c VІXJ , 
үгçү2 =» v ( - ч ) Ç ^ 2 ) . 
Thus we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 3 .11 . The mapping cp is a bisection of K2 onto Kx. Moreover, 
ip = cp-1 and the relations (1), (2) are valid. 
We recall that in view of [8], K2 has many elements (in the sense that there 
exists a monomorphism of the class of all infinite cardinals into K2)\ hence Kx 
has many elements as well. 
4. Completely subdirect produc ts 
Assume that (A{)ieI is an indexed system of algebras of the same type hav-
ing a nulary operation 0. Further, let A be an algebra of the same type and 
suppose that cp is an isomorphism of A onto a subalgebra of the direct product 
17 Ai such that, whenever i G I and x
l G A{, then there exists a G A with 
(cp(a)). = xl. In other words, cp is a subdirect decomposition of A. We call ip 
a completely subdirect decomposition if it satisfies the following condition: 
(1) Whenever i G / and xl G Ai, then there exists x G A such that 
(cp(x)). = x% and (cp(x)) . = 0 for each j G 7, j ^ i. 
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For the case of partially ordered groups, the notion of completely subdirect 
decomposition was introduced by S i k [13]. 
We slightly strengthen the condition (1) as follows: 
(2) Whenever i € I, then A{ is a subalgebra of A and for each x G Ai we 
have (<p(x)). = x, (<p(x)). = 0 If j el,j ^ i . 
If (2) is valid, then <p will be called an internal completely subdirect decom-
position. 
To each completely subdirect decomposition <p there corresponds in a natu-
ral way an internal completely subdirect decomposition Tp. We construct Tp as 
follows. 
Let i G I. We put 
Ai = lx G A : (<p(x)) . = 0 for each j G I, j ^ i\ . 
Then Ai is a subalgebra of A. It is easy to verify that Ai is isomorphic to A{. 
For each y G A consider the element x of Ai which satisfies the relation 
(<p(x)).= (<p{y)).. 
We put Tpt(y) = x and 
v(y) = ( ^ i ( » ) ) i € J -
Then Tp(y) ^ Yl ^i a n d <? is a n internal completely subdirect decomposition 
of A. »e/ 
Below, when speaking about a completely subdirect decompostion, we sup-
pose that the condition (2) is satisfied (i.e., completely subdirect decompositions 
under consideration are assumed to be internal). The algebras Ai are called 
completely subdirect factors of A. We also say that A is a completely subdirect 
product of the system ( A J i G / . 
If, in particular, <p(A) = Y[ A{, then <p is a direct product decomposition 
iei 
of A] in view of (2), since A{ are subalgebras of A, we speak about an internal 
direct product decomposition and A{ are called internal direct factors of A. 
E X A M P L E 1. Let A0 be the Boolean algebra of all subsets of an infinite set M. 
For m G M let Am = {0,m} (we have now 0 instead of 0). For a G A0 
and m G M we put (</?(a)) = m if m G a, and (<p(a)) = 0 otherwise. 
Then <p is an isomorphism of A0 onto f| A m ; in fact, <p is an internal direct 
meM 
decomposition of A0 and each Am is an internal direct factor of A0. 
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E X A M P L E 2. Under the notation as in Example 1, let A be the subsystem of 
A0 consisting of all a G A0 such that either a = M or a is finite. The system 
A is a meet-semilattice. For a G A0 we define cp(a) similarly as above. Then cp 
is a completely subdirect product of A0. For each m G M, Am is a completely 
subdirect factor of A, but it fails to be a direct factor of A. 
Now let us consider completely subdirect decompositions of generalized 
Boolean algebras and of vector lattices. 
Assume that B and B{ (i G I) are generalized Boolean algebras; let 
ip: B -> ~[ B{ be a completely subdirect product decomposition of B. For 
iei 
i G / we put 
B[ = {beB: ((p(b)). = 0}. 
It is easy to verify that B\ G c(B) and that B\ n Bi = {0} . 
For b G B we denote b^ = (</?(&)).. Then b^ ^ b, hence there exists the 
complement b* of b{ in the interval [0, b] of B. Thus bi Ab* = 0 and b^ Vb* = b. 
Then 
(*i)iA(6r). = 0, (M<V(6?) i = 6 i. 
Since (bj^ = b-, we obtain (b*)^ = 0, whence b* G B[. From this we get: 
LEMMA 4 . 1 . Under the notation as above, put (p{(b) = (b{,b*). Then cpi: 
B —•> F^ x B\ is an internal direct product decomposition of B. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Each completely subdirect factor of a generalized Boolean 
algebra of B is an internal direct factor of B. 
LEMMA 4.3 . Under the notation as above we have 
(i) if i(l), i(2) are distinct elements of I and b1 G - ^ m , b2 G B ^ , then 
b1 Ab2 = 0; 
(ii) ifbeB, then b= \f b{. 
iei 
P r o o f . Let z(l) , i(2), b1 and b2 be as in (i). From b1 G ^ m we obtain 
(b 1)^) _ 0. By way of contradiction, suppose that b1 A b2 = c > 0. Then 
c G -Bjfo) > whence Cw2) = c > 0. At the same time, (b
1)^2) _
 CU2) > 0, which is 
a contradiction. Hence (i) is valid. 
Let b € B. We have b{ = b for each i e i . Assume that there is d G B 
such that bf ^ d < b for each i e i . From 6f ^ d we obtain (bj^ ^ c^; 
since (bj^ = b{, we get b^ ^ di for each i e i . Therefore b _ d, which is a 
contradiction. Thus (ii) is valid. • 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let B be a generalized Boolean algebra and let J be a nonempty 
set of indices. Assume that for each j G J we have an internal direct product 
decomposition (p.: B —> B- x B'.. For b G B let b • be the component of b in the 
internal direct factor B-. Assume that the conditions (i) and (ii) from 4.3 are 
satisfied (where I, i(l) and i(2) are replaced by J, j(l) and j(2)). For b e B 
put (pQ(b) = (b,),eJ. Then (pQ is a completely subdirect decomposition of B. 
P r o o f . In view of the definition of (pQ we conclude that (pQ is a homomor-
phism of B into n B, • If b, b' G F? such that <pQ(b) = <pQ(b'), then in view of (ii) 
jeJ 
we obtain b = b'. Thus cpQ is a monomorphism. Therefore ipQ is an isomorphism 
of B onto a subalgebra of \[ B,. 
jeJ 
Let j G J. In view of (p., B, is a subalgebra of B and for x G B, we have 
(<Po(*)),- = x- Further, let j(l) G J , j(l) 7- j . According to (ii), ((pQ(x))j{1) = 
XA^\ — x. On the other hand, (i) yields that x,,^ A x = 0, whence x,^ = 0. 
• 
PROPOSITION 4.5 . Let B be a generalized Boolean algebra and let B{ (i G I) 
be internal direct factors of B. Then B is a completely subdirect product of the 
system (B^^j if and only if the conditions (i) and (ii) from 4.3 are satisfied. 
P r o o f . This is a consequence of 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. • 
Let us assume that V is a vector lattice and that (p: V -> f ] Vi is a com-
iei 
pletely subdirect product decomposition of V. For x G V and i G I put 
xi = ((p(x)).. Further, we set 
Vf = {yeV: Vi = 0}, V; = {x-Xi: x &V} . 
Then we have V* C V- . For y G V- we get y — y{ = y, whence y G V* and thus 
V! = V*. Also, V! G c(V). If y1 G !/• and y2 G y / , then \yl\ A |H2| = 0. Hence 
V. n V / = {0} . We obtain: 
LEMMA 4.6. For each i £ I, the mapping cpi: V —> V̂  x V/ defined by (p{(x) = 
(x^x—x^j is an internal direct product decomposition of V. 
COROLLARY 4.7. Each completely subdirect factor of a vector lattice V is an 
internal direct factor of V. 
The proof of the following lemma is analogous to that of 4.3. 
LEMMA 4.8. Under the assumptions as above we have: 
(i) Let i(l) and i(2) be distinct elements of I and x1 G Vt^, x2 G V^~2, . 
Then x1 A x2 = 0. 
(ii) Let 0 = x G V. Then x = \J x%. 
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LEMMA 4 .9. Let V be a vector lattice and let (V3)jeJ be an indexed system 
of elements of c(V) such that each V- is an internal direct factor of V and the 
conditions (i), (ii) from 4.8 are satisfied (with J, j(l) and j(2) instead of I. 
i(l), i(2); for j G J, x e V, the symbol x- denotes the component of x in 
the direct factor V-). Then V is a completely subdirect product of the system 
P r o o f . For each x e V we put (p0(x) = (x-)-eJ. Hence (p0 is a homomor-
phism of V into \[ V-. 
jeJ 
Let x,x' e V and suppose that (p0(x) = (p0(x
f); i.e., x- = x1. for each j e J. 
Then (x+)3. = (Xj)+, (x
f+)3 = (x'3)




Similarly we obtain x~ = (x')~ . This yields the relation x = x'. Hence (p0 is a 
monomorphism. 
Let j e J and x e V-. Since V- is an internal direct factor of V, we get 
x3 = x. Further, let j(l) e J , j(l) ^ j - We have x
+,x~ G V-. Analogously 
as in the proof of 4.4 we verify that ( x + ) ^ ^ = 0 = (x~)3^. Hence x ^ = 0, 
completing the proof. • 
PROPOSITION 4.10. Let (V^)iG/ be an indexed system of elements of c(V), 
where V is a vector lattice. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) V is a completely subdirect product of the system (V{)ieI. 
(b) Each V{ is an internal direct factor of V and the conditions (i). (ii) 
from 4.8 are valid. 
P r o o f . The assertion follows from 4.7, 4.8 and 4.9. • 
Now let us investigate the case when B is a generalized Boolean algebra and 
V = f(B). 
In view of [10], there is a one-to-one correspondence between internal direct 
factors of V and internal direct factors of B ; if B0 is an internal direct factor 
of B and VQ is the corresponding internal direct factor of V, then we have 
V0 = f(B0). 
Suppose that p: B —> Yl B{ is a completely subdirect product decomposition 
of B. <e' 
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LEMMA 4.11. V is a completely subdirect product of the system (f(Bi))ieJ. 
P r o o f . Let i G I. In view of 4.2, Bi is an internal direct factor of B; hence 
Vi = f(Bi) is an internal direct factor of V. 
Let i ( l ) , i(2) be distinct elements of i". In view of 4.3 we have b1 A b2 = 0 
whenever b1 e Bi{1), b
2 G Bi{2). Assume that 0 < x
1 G V^1}, 0 < x
2 G V^~2). 
Then there exist bx,..., bn G .Bx with b1 > 0, . . . , bn > 0 and reals 0 < ax , 
. . . , 0 < an such that the system {b l 5 . . . , bn} is orthogonal and x
1 = a1b1 + 
• • • + anbn . Analogously we can express x
2 in the form x2 = a[b[ -\ h afmb'm 
with b[,..., b'm G B{r2). Thus the condition (i) from 4.8 is satisfied. 
It remains to verify that the condition (ii) from 4.8 is valid. Let x1 be as 
above. In view of ip we obtain 
6i = V(Mi. •••. 6„ = V(Ui-
i£l iGI 
According to [9], the symbol V ( b ^ is, at the same time, the join of the system 
iei 
{(t>i)i)iei
 in fW- Thus in f ^ we have 
a1bl = \Ja1(b1)i, ..., anbn = \J an(bn)i. 
iel i£l 
Also, the component of bx in B{ coincides with the component of bx in f(B{), 
and similarly for b2,..., bn. We obtain 
x1 = aibx + • • • + anbn = V K M ; + ' *' + \J(
anK)i 
iei iei 





Assume that V = f(B) and that V is a completely subdirect product of a 
system (V{) ieI. For each i G I we put Bi = VinB; then Vi = f(B{). 
LEMMA 4.12. B is a completely subdirect product of the system (B{)ieI. 
P r o o f . Let i e i . Since V{ is an internal direct factor of V, in view of [10] 
we obtain that Bi is an internal direct factor of B. 
Let i(l) and i(2) be distinct elements of / and b1 G B ^ , b2 G Bi(^2). Then 
b1 G V^x) and b
2 G Vi(^2), hence in view of 4.8 we get b
1 A b2 = 0. Thus the 
condition (i) from 4.3 is satisfied. 
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Let b G B, i G I and let b{ be the component of b in B{. According to 4.8 we 
have b — \j bi. Further, in view of [9], the last relation is valid also in B. Hence 
iei 
(ii) from 4.3 is valid. Therefore according to 4.5, B is a completely subdirect 
product of the system (B^^j. • 
Summarizing, 4.11 and 4.12 yield: 
PROPOSITION 4.13. Let B be a generalized Boolean algebra and V = f(B). 
There is a one-to-one correspondence between completely subdirect decomposi­
tions of V and completely subdirect decompositions of B. 
For a generalized Boolean algebra B we denote by S(B) the Specker lattice 
ordered group which is generated by B (cf. [4], [8]). The proof of the following 
result will be omitted; it can be performed by the same method as in the case 
of 4.13. 
PROPOSITION 4.14. Let B be a generalized Boolean algebra. There is a one-
to-one correspondence between completely subdirect decompositions of S(B) and 
completely subdirect decompositions of B. 
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